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a b s t r a c t

Transonic buffet is a phenomenon that appears in compressible flow around an airfoil
and plays a substantial role in the limitation of the flight envelope of commercial aircraft.
If the structural natural frequencies of the wing are similar to the buffet frequency,
the oscillation of the compression shock, fluid, and structure may interact (transonic
buffeting) and lead to strong loads and potential structural failure. Numerical research
has shown that structural parameters can have a significant effect on the onset point
of shock oscillations as well as on the typology of the fluid–structure interaction, which
presented classical structural excitation, modal veering, or frequency lock-in.

The aim of this research is a systematic experimental investigation to examine
the structural effects and the lock-in phenomenon. It provides a partial validation of
the numerical results available in the literature. A lightweight, elastically-suspended
wing model (OAT15A profile) was tested in the Trisonic Wind Tunnel Munich. Optical
measurement techniques were deployed to non-intrusively observe the flow-induced
density gradient field (background-oriented Schlieren) and the structural deformation
and displacement of the wing (digital image correlation). Mass ratios varied from 282
to 322 and the half-chord-based, reduced natural pitch frequency ranged from 0.169 to
0.280. The experimental results confirm the existence of frequency lock-in, an interaction
dominated by the structural mode that presents high but limited pitch amplitudes for
natural pitch frequencies above the natural buffet frequency. The effects of mass ratio
and natural pitch frequency on the interaction are discussed. A substantial effect of the
mass ratio on the onset of buffeting and the resulting pitch amplitude for frequency
lock-in was discovered.
© 2023 TheAuthors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CCBY

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The flight envelope of commercial aircraft at transonic speeds is affected by the phenomenon of transonic shock buffet.
ith increasing angle of attack (AoA) and/or Mach number the initially steady compression shock, which forms on the

uction side of a supercritical airfoil, becomes unsteady. The shock starts to oscillate and induces strong load variations on
he wing structure, which endanger aircraft and passenger safety. The phenomenon has been studied for decades, but a
omprehensive physical explanation of its root cause remains missing (Giannelis et al., 2017). In the case of unswept wings
r small sweep angles, the chord-wise shock oscillation is homogeneous along the span. On the other hand, wings with a
weep angle larger than 15◦ present the so-called span-wise buffet cells. Due to pressure perturbations traveling along the
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ing’s span, the shock oscillations in the buffet cells are not in phase over the entire span (Iovnovich and Raveh, 2015).
he present work focuses on investigating shock buffet occurring on unswept 2D wings. The phenomenon, observed on
fixed, rigid wing in the same facility in a previous work (Accorinti et al., 2022), will be referred to as ‘‘natural’’ buffet
nd will serve as the reference case for the upcoming investigations.

.1. Fluid-structural coupling in transonic buffet flow

If the structural natural frequencies of the 2D wing are close to the dominant natural buffet frequency, the structure
ay be excited, leading to the fluid–structure interaction known as transonic buffeting. Given the non-linear character
f the buffet phenomenon itself, the corresponding fluid–structure interaction (FSI) exhibits limit-cycle oscillations (LCO),
here the amplitudes of the oscillation stagnate on a certain level (Dowell et al., 2003). Nevertheless, that level of wing
scillations might be above the structural capabilities and could lead to severe failure. At the least, it will induce high
atigue loads into the structure and limit the component life cycle.

Several studies on this FSI have been made in the last decades. A major distinction between them can be made
ased on the excitation method (self-induced or forced by pitch motion, heave motion, or deflection of control surfaces).
urthermore, the investigation of the effects of Mach number, angle of attack, flutter index, mass ratio, natural pitch
nd/or heave frequency, and dynamic pressure can be found throughout the literature.

.1.1. Forced excitation
In his substantial work regarding transonic buffet, Tijdeman (1977) conducted experiments to investigate the effect of

inusoidal flap motions of a NACA 64A006 airfoil on the shock wave without presence of separation. The study identified
hree different modes of shock motion of which Type A presented a sinusoidal shock oscillation, synchronized with the
lap motion. The relationship between frequency and phase lag between wing and shock motion was found to be linear. In
he early 1980s, Davis and Malcolm (1980) performed detailed experiments on an oscillating airfoil in a transonic buffet
low. They focused on the effect of the unsteady shock-wave-boundary-layer interaction (SWBLI) on lift, moment, and
ressure distribution, resulting from forced pitching motions of different amplitudes and frequencies. At higher incidence,
ith the presence of shock-induced boundary layer separation (‘shock-stall conditions’), the airfoil presented strongly
ffected pressure distributions that deviated significantly from linear modeling. The frequency response of lift and moment
oefficients with respect to the harmonic excitation showed a peak response at the reduced, chord-based natural pitch
requency kθ ≈ 0.2, indicating a resonance peak. Furthermore, a change in phase-lead was observed in both coefficient
esponses at the mentioned excitation frequency. Good agreement with the observations of Davis and Malcolm (1980)
nd Tijdeman (1977) was found in succeeding numerical investigations regarding the effect of structural excitation by
lap, pitch, or heave motions in (pre-)buffet conditions. The consequent response functions of aerodynamic coefficients
atched and the potential of initiating a premature onset of shock oscillations was observed (Nitzsche, 2009). For buffet
onditions, Raveh (2009) found compliant results regarding the response functions of aerodynamic coefficients. She first
entioned the phenomenon of frequency lock-in (FLI) in the transonic regime, which describes a synchronization of

he shock oscillation with the structural excitation frequency if the latter was set sufficiently close to the natural buffet
requency and the excitation amplitude exceeded a certain threshold. Special emphasis was put on the ratio of the natural
itch and the natural buffet frequency fθ/fb, as fθ/fb > 1 promoted frequency lock-in at lower excitation amplitudes

compared to fθ/fb < 1. Hartmann et al. (2013) experimentally studied the coupling of a forced heave-pitch airfoil motion
with shock oscillations in transonic buffet flow. A good agreement with the previously mentioned numerical results was
found. At excitation frequencies in the buffet range, the shock oscillation locked into the excitation frequency.

1.1.2. Self-induced excitation
Schewe et al. (2003) and Dietz et al. (2006) performed early self-induced, aero-elastic experiments close to the

transonic dip - an unfavorable deviation from the flutter boundary based on linear theory. The focus was set on the limit-
cycle oscillations and the corresponding energy exchange and (de)stabilizing effects of shock oscillations on the flutter
boundary. The buffeting regime was reached but most experimental points included a change of several parameters at the
same time or the natural pitch frequency was set too low to observe FLI. Nevertheless, the potential destabilizing effect
of the shock wave was reported, just like for Nitzsche (2009).

In the last years, the research effort on transonic buffet has significantly increased, being accompanied by the approach
of the buffeting phenomenon from the flow (buffet) rather than from the structural (flutter) side. Besides the forced
excitation, Hartmann et al. (2013) conducted self-sustained experiments, where the airfoil was excited by the flow only
(kθ ≈ 0.12, kb ≈ 0.34). The resulting coupled frequency was found to be in the range of the natural buffet frequency,
which agrees well with today’s theory regarding structural natural frequencies located below the natural buffet frequency.

Several numerical groups investigated the interplay between shock buffet and different structural modes by modal
analysis. Classical structural excitation would show a symmetrical, exponential response peak centered around the
exciting natural buffet frequency fb, where the equality of the natural pitch frequency and the natural buffet frequency
fθ = fb would correspond to the resonance case, resulting in large amplitudes depending on structural damping. It has
been shown that the pitching response of an elastically suspended airfoil in fluid–structure interaction is not generally

based on the principle of classical structural excitation (Gao et al., 2017). The pitch motion is not always excited by the
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low phenomenon (the shock buffet oscillations) and does not necessarily synchronize with the buffet frequency. The
nteraction rather follows the principle of modal coupling as shown by Nitzsche (2009), Gao et al. (2017) and others. This
pproach also confirms the premature onset given particular structural settings, firstly observed by Nitzsche (2009) and
mphasizes the importance of the topic (Gao et al., 2018). It has to be noted that the results published by Gao et al. (2017,
018) are based on a NACA0012 airfoil, but Giannelis et al. (2016) found a compliant behavior for the OAT15A.
The interaction exhibits typical characteristics of modal ‘‘veering’’, where the coupled motion switches from one mode

o another, after the two modes approached each other without intersecting (Gao et al., 2017). For the investigated OAT15A
irfoil, structural to natural buffet frequency ratios fθ/fb ⪅ 0.8 result in a coupled frequency similar to the natural buffet
requency resembling classical dynamic excitation (dominant fluid mode, FM). The adjacent veering region can be found
t 0.8 ⪅ fθ/fb ⪅ 1.2, depending on mass ratio and structural damping (Giannelis et al., 2016). For 1.2 ⪅ fθ/fb ⪅ 1.7
he coupled motion locks into the now-dominant structural mode (SM), which is the previously mentioned phenomenon
f transonic frequency lock-in (Raveh and Dowell, 2011). In that frequency range, a strong rise in the pitch amplitude
an be observed with increasing frequency ratios. A further increase in fθ/fb is accompanied by an abrupt drop in pitch
mplitudes and indicates the end of the FLI region.
Just lately, Nitzsche et al. (2022) presented extensive numerical results that allow a classification of the different types

f flutter that may occur in transonic flow depending on AoA, natural pitch frequency, and mass ratio (by variation of
he dynamic pressure). Nevertheless, the investigated structural natural frequencies were lower or approximately equal
o the natural buffet frequency and could not reach the FLI region.

In order to experimentally validate the numerically observed typologies of buffeting (e.g. FLI) and their characteristics
n dependency on the mass ratio, the transonic flow around a supercritical airfoil for different aerodynamic and structural
onditions was investigated. Besides the observation of buffet onset (Korthäuer et al., 2023), particular attention was paid
o the manifestation of the FSI in the different regions (FLI, veering, classical dynamic excitation), and furthermore, the
articular effects of structural characteristics, namely the natural pitch frequency fθ and the mass ratio µ.
Section 2 gives an overview of the experimental facility and the setup designed for the experiments. In Section 3, a

ummary of the applied measurement techniques is given. The experimental conditions, namely the reference buffet case
nd the varied parameters are presented in Section 4. Section 5 extensively presents the results with respect to the effects
f AoA, the structural parameters, and the consequent FSI. Finally, in Section 6, a brief summary of the work is given and
orresponding conclusions are drawn.

. Experimental setup

.1. Facility

The presented experiments are based on the same experimental setup outlined in Korthäuer et al. (2023). They were
onducted in the Trisonic Wind Tunnel of the Bundeswehr University in Munich (TWM). The blow-down type wind tunnel
as a rectangular test section of 0.3m × 0.68m (width × height). By adjusting two throats, a Laval nozzle upstream of
he test section and a diffuser downstream, it allows the operation at Mach numbers in the range of 0.2 to 3.0. By setting
he total pressure of the incoming dry air from the pressure vessels in the range from 1.2bar to 5.0bar, the Reynolds
umber is controlled. The free-stream turbulence level for the here-discussed Mach number range was determined to be
pproximately 1.3%, based on the velocity fluctuations in stream-wise direction (Scharnowski et al., 2018). The following
easures were taken to reduce the effects of boundary layer growth along the test section walls: the horizontal walls
ere set to a divergence angle of 0.08◦ along the complete test section of 1.8m length, while a boundary layer suction was
pplied on the vertical walls. Both settings were optimized in order to obtain a constant distribution of the stream-wise
all pressure in the whole test section for all relevant Mach numbers. More detailed characterization and description of
he facility and its features were reported in Scharnowski et al. (2018) and Scheitle and Wagner (1991).

.2. Model and test stand

After having become a benchmark for the investigation of the buffet phenomenon (Jacquin et al., 2005), the OAT15A
irfoil shape was selected for the presented measurement campaign. With a thickness of 18mm (0.12c), the airfoil
ntroduced a maximum blockage of 3.5% in the test section at the highest angle of attack. For the boundary layer tripping,
line of circular stickers (∅3mm, thickness of 60 µm, span-wise spacing of 6mm) was applied at 7% of chord on both

he suction and the pressure side.
The two-dimensional rectangular wing was manufactured from carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer (Weberschock De-

elopment, Gleichen, Germany) to maintain maximum stiffness at a low experimental mass ratio. With a span width of
= 298mm, a chord length of c = 152mm and the resulting aspect ratio of 1.96 the presence of a clean 2D flow cannot
e assumed. Detailed investigations of the span-wise shock front have revealed that despite 3D effects closer to the walls,
he 2D characteristics of shock buffet remain dominant (Accorinti et al., 2023). Three-dimensional effects based on wing
eformation are deemed to be negligible as will be reported in Section 3.2.
The design of the test stand focused on the realization of a spring-mounted wing with pitching DOF that allowed for
he separate adjustment of the moment of inertia, mass distribution, and pitch spring stiffness. Fig. 1 shows a sketch and

3
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Fig. 1. Sketch (left) and photo (right) of the spring-mounted rigid wing with a pitching DOF and reduced heave DOF and applied measurement
techniques, Korthäuer et al. (2023).

a photograph of the experimental setup used for the buffeting experiments with reduced degrees of freedom (DOF). The
rotational axis was defined by a steel shaft, located at 25% of chord. It was fed through both circular side windows of
the test section and supported in the plenum chamber by self-aligning bearings before being connected to a set of lever
arms. The lower, vertical lever arm overtook the role of the torsional spring which could be adjusted by setting its length.
Trimming weights were connected to the side arms in order to adjust the moment of inertia and the center of gravity.
To reduce structural coupling, the latter was set to coincide with the rotational axis for all flexible cases. Furthermore,
a laser-vibrometer was used on the lever arms to get online information about the current amplitude and frequency of
the pitch motion. At high amplitudes, the wind tunnel runs were interrupted prematurely to avoid structural damage.
Furthermore, a mechanical stop was used on the lever arms to limit the pitch amplitude to α̂ ≤ 2.5◦.

In wind-off conditions, the integrated force balances were used to determine the inherent structural natural fre-
quencies. Due to strong non-linearity, supposedly based on clearance in the self-centering bearings, a fruitful dynamic
calibration and its application on the measured forces was not possible. As the bearing remained also for testing in ‘‘natural
buffet’’ mode, this affected all wind-on measurements.

3. Optical measurement techniques

Two optical measurement techniques were deployed in order to non-intrusively measure flow and structural charac-
teristics.

3.1. Background-oriented Schlieren: shock location

For the determination of the shock wave position, background-oriented schlieren (BOS) measurements were per-
formed. Based on a conventional Schlieren setup, parallel light (Luminus LED CBT-120-B-C11KM301, 462 nm) was sent
through the test section after having passed a random point pattern. The pattern was observed by a high-speed camera
(Phantom V2640) with an image rate of 1000Hz from the opposite side of the test section. This rate ensures a sufficiently
high resolution for the observation of the shock motion, which is expected at fxs ≈ 100Hz. Given the presence of
compressible flow, depending on the density gradients in the flow, a change of refraction index was introduced, which
consequently led to a distortion of the dot pattern corresponding to the flow structures. The cross-correlation of the
recorded images with an undisturbed reference image at wind-off conditions allowed for a qualitative reconstruction of
the density gradients in the flow, as shown in the color-coded displacement map in Fig. 2, left. Based on the assumption
that the shock-wave represents the strongest density gradient in the flow, the shock location could be detected at different
heights above the wing. The black circle represents the rotational axis. Due to the manufacturing process of the axis hole
4
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Fig. 2. Left: Exemplary phase-averaged BOS displacement field, presenting the color-coded stream-wise pixel displacement due to density gradients.
he black circle marks the rotational axis. Right: Average wing surface displacement field obtained by DIC measurements with center cut highlighted
n blue (right). M = 0.74. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

n the window, density gradients in the window material introduced erroneous values marked by the circular gray region.
more comprehensive description of the technique is given in Raffel (2015). As the shock location is the most important

fluid feature in the buffet(ing) interaction, it will be used as the representation of the ‘‘fluid mode’’ (FM).

3.2. Digital image correlation: Structural deformation

For the observation of the structural behavior of the wing, stereo digital image correlation (DIC) measurements were
applied (Chu et al., 1985). A random speckle pattern was painted on the upper wing surface to allow and optimize the
correlation results. Four high-power LEDs (Luminus CBM-120-UVX, 410nm) were set up on top of the test section to
illuminate the pattern in pulsed mode to allow unblurred images. Two high-speed cameras (PCO Dimax HS4), mounted
on either side of the test section, observed the wing surface under an angle of approx. 30°. The images were recorded
with an image rate of 1000Hz. An apriori, coplanar volume calibration of the stereo camera setup set the basis for the
post-processing, where a correlation-based 3D surface reconstruction was performed for every image pair, resulting in a
time-resolved surface representation of the wing. Fig. 2, right, shows the obtained deformation field for an exemplary
run with respect to wind-off conditions (Korthäuer et al., 2023). The results clearly show a three-dimensional wing
deformation, which is constituted of a span-wise bending that leads to higher displacements in the wing center, and
a rotation/torsion around the elastic axis, which results in increased displacements towards the trailing edge.

Fig. 3 presents the mean vertical surface displacement and its fluctuations relative to wind-off conditions in natural
buffet conditions for two chord-wise positions, x/c = 0.25 (position of the rotational axis) and x/c = 0.91 (close to the
trailing edge), under high load at M = 0.74 and α = 6.46◦ (buffet conditions). x/c = 0.25 represents the wing bending
ithout the influence of the pitch motion. One can infer that the major part of the average bending (approx. 0.9% of chord)
ppears outside of the test section between wing and bearing, whereas the difference inside the wing is less than approx.
.4% of chord. Under the effect of the static pitch deformation, x/c = 0.91 shows a higher mean deviation with respect
o wind-off conditions. Both chord-wise positions present a significant amount of fluctuations (0.1% < σz/c < 0.2%),
hich means that also the bending motion is dynamically excited by the buffet phenomenon. Given the low level of wing
ending inside the test section, the authors deem the 3D effect of wing bending on the flow negligible, compared to the
trong pitch motions in the experiments. The vertical motion of the whole rigid wing will therefore be addressed by the
erm ‘‘heave’’.

In order to analyze the surface data with respect to the aerodynamically important quantities, an airfoil-shape-fitting
lgorithm was applied to each span-wise cross-section. A detailed description is given in Korthäuer et al. (2023). As
result, the span-wise distributions of local α, vertical (zA, heave), and stream-wise (xA, surge) displacement of the

otational axis were obtained and showed average variations below 0.05°, 0.5% and 0.2%, respectively. The authors deem
he wing sufficiently rigid as the major driver for the displacement originates outside the test section. Consequently, the
erodynamic quantities were extracted from the span-wise center of the wing, as highlighted in blue in Fig. 2 (right), and
ill be the basis for further evaluations and the determination of the structural mode (SM).
5
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Fig. 3. Span-wise wing deformation for a run without released pitching DOF. Solid lines represent the average deviation from the wind-off wing
position normalized by the chord length for two different positions of chord x/c = 0.25 and 0.91. The shaded area represents the corresponding
luctuations as standard deviation σz/c .

. Experimental conditions

.1. Natural buffet case

In the following section, an overview of the different aerodynamic and structural parameters will be given. Particular
ocus is set on the natural buffet case that will be used for comparison with the flexible cases. Detailed measurements
ere conducted on this configuration and are presented in Accorinti et al. (2022). The relevant reference case for the Mach
umber M = 0.74 will be presented briefly. Fig. 4 highlights the evolution of the detected shock statistics and frequency
ontent at a height above the wing of 10%, xs, for different αset. On the left, the median shock location x̃s/c together with
ts corresponding shock motion range is presented over the mean measured angle of attack α. The shock motion range
is represented by the 5–95 percentile range (error bar) of all samples. By this, excessive spurious values are filtered out
from the results. Filled markers represent cases with established buffet, i.e. harmonic strong shock oscillations. The right
plot shows the corresponding power spectral densities Pxs,xs , determined by the method of Welch (1967) with a window
ength of 100 samples and a Hamming window function with an overlap of 50%. The resulting frequency resolution of
0Hz may lead to masking of eventually appearing neighboring peaks. As those peaks were found to range two orders
f magnitude below the highest peak and this work focuses on the characteristics of the highest peak, the given settings
ere deemed sufficient. In particular in the spectral overviews, the readability is improved. Future work could benefit

rom longer measurement duration to increase the frequency resolution. All successive evaluations of the shock location
n this work are based on this method.

As one can see by comparison of the set and the resulting angles of attack, the static deformation is αset − α ≈ 0.5◦,
hich originates from the static torsion of the shaft between the wing and outer support. The median shock location
xhibits an inversion of the previously downstream-directed shock motion at α ≈ 5◦ after which a further increase
n the AoA leads to a dominant frequency (in the spectrum on the right) together with increased shock fluctuations,
ndicating buffet onset. Occasionally, the shock can be found quite far upstream, which results in a skewed distribution of
he detected shock location. After α = 6◦ the fluctuations decrease and the spectral peak reduces, inferring the approach
of the buffet offset boundary. Due structural limitations, a further increase in AoA was not possible. A future measurement
campaign could focus on the determination of exact location of the offset boundary by adaptations of the setup.

Based on the wind-off structural tests, the reason for the spectral peak around kxs ≈ 0.75 for low AoA is expected
to emanate from structural natural frequencies of the setup outside the test section (see Korthäuer et al. (2023)). As to
why a structural excitation appears at these low AoA, further investigations with possibly higher sampling rate have to
be conducted.

4.2. Experimental parameters

Table 1 summarizes the tested structural settings. Three combinations of trimming weights were used, as indicated
by the inertia factor γ = I/(c2 m), where I is the moment of inertia and m represents the total moving mass of the
setup including the wing. The variations in the mass ratio µ = 4m/(ρ∞πsc2), where ρ∞ denotes the inflow density for
equal γ stem from minor variations in the Mach number. For each combination of trimming weights, three different
values of spring stiffness (adjusted by the length of the lever arm) were selected to maximize the overall range of natural
pitch frequencies. For each of those structurally fixed points, the set AoA was increased in steps of 0.3◦ within the range
indicated in the last column. During all runs, the diffuser was adjusted to obtain a Mach number of M = 0.74 at a total
pressure of p0 = 1.5 bar. The resulting chord-based Reynolds number was Rec = 3 × 106. The total temperature was
rather constant at (292± 3) K.
6
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Fig. 4. Left: median shock location and 5–95 percentile range as error bars for the natural buffet case at different set AoA. Right: corresponding
frequency spectra (PSD) based on the shock location at a height of 10%. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Overview over the experimental parameters and the resulting reduced natural pitch frequencies kθ and
mass ratios µ. The last row represents the natural buffet case as reference from Accorinti et al. (2022).
fθ [Hz] kθ = π fθc/u∞ [−] γ = I/(c2 m) [−] µ = 4m/(ρ∞πsc2) [−] αset [

◦
]

84 0.169 0.145 322± 1 5.5 to 6.7
93 0.187 0.145 323± 1 5.5 to 6.7
102 0.205 0.145 323± 1 5.5 to 6.7

104 0.209 0.116 302± 1 5.2 to 6.7
113 0.227 0.116 301± 1 5.2 to 6.7
120 0.241 0.116 301± 1 5.5 to 6.7

115 0.232 0.091 284± 1 5.5 to 6.7
121 0.244 0.091 282± 1 5.5 to 6.4
139 0.280 0.091 284 5.5 to 6.7

371 4.5 to 7.0

5. Results

5.1. Effect of AoA on FSI

With the increase of αset, the region of buffet(ing) was slowly approached. In Fig. 5 the evolution of all selected
quantities with increasing AoA is presented, namely the shock location (top row), the measured AoA (center row) and the
heave position (bottom row). The structural settings for that particular run were fθ = 102Hz, µ = 322 and γ = 0.145,
i.e. the natural pitch frequency was set in the vicinity of the natural buffet frequency at which a strong interaction was to
be expected. The left column shows the time signals for the different αset in color code. In particular α and zA, but also xs
for higher αset, present periodic behavior. The center column shows the median values together with the 5–95 percentile
range, whereas the frequency spectra based on the PSD are displayed in the right column, similar to the plots presented
in Fig. 4 for the natural buffet case. The inversion of the shock motion appears to be equally pronounced, whereas the
5–95 percentile range of motion is only similar (xs,0.95−0.05/c ≈ 6%) up to the point of established buffeting. In Korthäuer
et al. (2023), the points of onset were defined by the detection of a substantial increase (more than 10%) in the standard
deviation of the shock location. Considering this criterion the hereby-found onset points show a good agreement. The
range of shock motion strongly increases for the points after onset (indicated by filled markers) compared to the natural
buffet case (xs,0.95−0.05/c ≈ 14% vs. 8% at α = 5.5°).

Despite the inverse mean shock motion (upstream-directed), the most downstream shock excursion is extended
further, whereas the natural buffet case exhibited an excessive upstream-directed excursion of the shock front. The
frequency spectra present a very dominant peak at the natural pitch frequency for all cases just before and after onset.
The shock motion has therefore locked into the structural frequency.

The median values appear centered in the 5–95-percentile range, speaking for a non-skewed statistical distribution.
The pitch angle motion range varies from 0.25° to 1.2° for an increase from α ≈ 4.5° to 5.6°. This accentuates the effect of
established buffeting. The frequency spectrum presents a dominant peak for all cases, even far before buffet onset, which
indicates sole structural excitation of the wing by the flow.

The median heave position rises with increasing AoA up to the point of shock motion inversion and buffeting onset.
This speaks for a strong separation, which reduces the lift, being the reason for the heave in the first place. Buffeting
7
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Fig. 5. Representation of time-signals (left column), median values and 5–95 percentile range (center column) and frequency content as PSD (right
olumn) for shock location (top row), measured AoA (center row) and heave position (bottom row) and multiple set AoA (color-coded). Structural
alues: fθ = 102Hz, µ = 322, γ = 0.145. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
ersion of this article.)

nset results in an increased heave motion of up to zA,0.95−0.05/c ≈ 0.7%. The frequency spectrum shows the same peak
s before, indicating a coupled shock-pitch-heave motion. At low AoA a second peak is found close by at kzA/c ≈ 0.25

being ascribed to a structurally coupled pitch-heave mode. Furthermore, for all AoA the isolated heave mode is present
at kzA/c ≈ 0.34.

Given the highly harmonic pitch oscillation, even at low AoA, a phase-locked evaluation of the quantities was carried
out to obtain a representative characterization of the coupled motion. For this, a sine-function was fitted to the signal
of α in moving windows of 0.05 s length to take into account a slight phase variation over time. Cleared by this phase
shift, all measured quantities were phase-averaged. In Fig. 6 the phase-locked mean values of shock location (left) and
heave position (right) are presented over the corresponding measured AoA. The color code represents the phase angle of
α. The resulting Lissajou plots circulate around the previously shown median values expressing well the periodicity for all
cases where the amplitude increases significantly after onset. As for the shock location, a variation in the phase relation
becomes visible, i.e. for αset = 6.4° the values wander along the same line during up- and downstream excursion, speaking
for a zero phase shift. Whereas for αset = 6.7° (and also lower set AoA), a more-elliptic shape is presented, speaking for a
phase lag of the shock with respect to α. This is mainly attributed to the accelerated upstream and decelerated shock-foot
excursion at the lowest and highest AoA, respectively, agreeing well with the evolution described in Scharnowski et al.
(2022). The heave and pitch motion (right plot), on the other hand, present a rather constant phase lag throughout the
increase of α .
set

8
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Fig. 6. Phase-locked values of shock location at a surface-height of 10% and heave position over corresponding measured AoA for different set AoA.
For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

.2. Effect of natural pitch frequency and mass ratio

.2.1. Statistics of shock and structural oscillation
In order to illustrate the effect of mass ratio and natural pitch frequency on buffeting, Fig. 7 presents an overview of

the development of the shock location, the AoA and the heave position with increasing AoA (from top to bottom). The
left column shows the mean values (for AoA the mean deviation from the set AoA), whereas the right column presents
the amplitudes of shock and wing motion represented by the 5–95 percentile range. The black line stands for the natural
buffet reference case. Green, blue, and red represents increasing mass ratios. Different symbols indicate the natural pitch
frequency, which was varied for each setting of mass ratio. Due to excessive heave motion and consequent structural
contact between shaft and window, the case of fθ = 139Hz presented an extraordinary behavior and related conclusions
have to be treated with care (dashed line).

The top left plot presents the mean shock location for which the following conclusions can be drawn:
The mass ratio affects the mean shock location before inversion. The lower the mass ratio the farther downstream

the shock is located. The natural pitch frequency does not seem to have an effect. The AoA of shock motion inversion
is mainly dependent on the mass ratio. A lower mass ratio introduces a premature inversion compared to the reference
case. An exception is found for the set of lowest frequencies (highest mass ratio), which are supposedly located below the
buffet frequency and therefore subject to FM-dominated FSI. Lower mass ratios (green and blue) present high gradients
for the inverse shock motion. The highest mass ratio (red), however, shows a similar inverse motion as the reference
case. Again, the discrepancy in the FSI can account for that. The ‘‘accelerated’’ inverse shock motion is limited by a mean
upstream shock location that is approached asymptotically. A lower mass ratio results in a more upstream final location.
For µ = 322 the supposedly asymptotic region has not been covered by the measured points.

The centered left plot allows for the investigation of the static deformation, which can be seen as an indirect measure
of the mean aerodynamic moment: The reference case presented a static deformation of approx. 0.5° with a slight
dependency on α. This reduction in the AoA indicates that the pressure point was located aft of the rotational axis,
i.e. a positive aerodynamic moment was present. Due to reduced pitch stiffness in the flexible cases with lower fθ, the
static deformation was on a higher level, ranging from 1° to 1.5°. In general, the static deformation (and the aerodynamic
moment) increased with an increase in α. Particularly after buffeting onset, the static deformation of some cases rose
significantly. An exception is found for fθ = 104Hz and 113Hz, where the increase of the AoA initially reduces static
deformation. A decrease in mass ratio led to a higher static deformation. The actual structural pitch stiffness, varied by
the length of the lower lever arm sometimes played an unexpected role. For µ ≈ 322 an increase in fθ (reduced lever
rm length) resulted, as expected, in reduced static deformation for all AoA. For µ ≈ 302 the increase firstly confirms

this trend (from fθ = 104Hz to 113Hz). A further increase to fθ = 120Hz, however, led to a higher static deformation.
lso, for the lowest mass ratio of µ ≈ 284 the trend seems to be reversed. In Section 5.2.2 this topic will be addressed
n more detail.

In the bottom left plot, the mean heave position of the airfoil is presented. In general, the mean heave position increased
ith the AoA until the point of buffeting onset was reached. The level of heave stagnates in the buffeting region, which is
9
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Fig. 7. Statistical values for shock position (top row), AoA (center row), and heave position (bottom row). Left column: mean values over AoA, right
column: amplitudes represented by the 5–95 percentile range. Line colors and symbols represent variations of natural pitch frequency fθ , mass ratio

(and inertia factor γ ).

ost probably caused by the partially strong BL separation during the upstream excursion of the shock. Given the lower
nset AoA, low values of mass ratio stagnate on lower heave levels than those of higher mass ratio.
Regarding the amplitudes of shock, pitch, and heave motion (right column), the following points can be derived: An

ncrease in natural pitch frequency fθ and a reduction in inertia factor or mass ratio independently lead to a reduction
f the buffet onset boundary towards lower AoA. All amplitudes increase significantly with a reduction of the mass ratio
inertia factor), which is contradictory to the findings of Giannelis et al. (2016). An increase in fθ has a small but rising
ffect on the shock amplitude, whereas the structural amplitudes, in particular the pitch amplitude, are more strongly
ffected. For high AoA a maximum level of pitch and heave amplitude seems to be approached, where the level is strongly
10
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the relevance of αset and α with respect to kθ for static deformation and buffeting onset. Filled symbols represent cases of
established buffeting.

dependent on both mass ratio and natural pitch frequency for the pitch, and mostly dependent on the mass ratio for the
heave amplitude.

5.2.2. Onset and static deformation
In Fig. 8, all measurement points are displayed with respect to kθ for αset (left) and α (right). Points of established

buffeting are marked by filled symbols. Lines connect measurement conditions of equal αset. The left plot shows that the
nset point does not depend on the mass ratio but only on the natural pitch frequency when considering the set AoA.
oints of equal kθ but different µ show onset at the same αset. In comparison to the gray-dotted line of natural buffet
nset, the onset points are located at higher αset as the higher static deformation of the flexible cases is not represented
n this plot. Under consideration of the actual measured AoA (right plot), the mass ratio plays a role for the onset. One can
otice the partially inhibiting (for high µ) and facilitating (for low µ) effect on the onset. This adds up to the onset-varying
ffect of the natural pitch frequency, shown in Korthäuer et al. (2023). Points of equal kθ can show established buffeting
hen the mass ratio is sufficiently low (compare fθ = 102Hz and 104Hz). This effect is based on the additional static
eformation at lower mass ratios, which has yet to be explained.
As mentioned in Section 5.2.1, another irregularity can be observed when moving into the FSI region at natural pitch

requencies higher than the natural buffet frequency: Where an increase in kθ by increasing the actual structural stiffness
shortened spring lever arm) usually leads to a reduced static deformation, it now enhances the static deformation leading
o lower measured AoA. A possible reason for this might be the presence of a separation bubble leading to increased
urvature and higher lift in the aft section of the airfoil, which in turn results in an increased aerodynamic moment.
dditionally, dynamic effects and the interaction with the shock might play a role. Additional boundary-layer-resolving
easurements, e.g. by the use of particle image velocimetry as in Scharnowski et al. (2022), could bring forth insights on

his aspect.

.2.3. Established FSI
atural pitch frequency. As to supplement the previous findings, for Figs. 9 and 10 a number of cases of well-established
SI were selected, namely those of high αset, in order to illustrate the effects of mass ratio and natural pitch frequency on
he motion of wing and the whole shock front throughout one cycle. As a variation of the moment of inertia always induced
change in the natural pitch frequency, the setup with its limited mounting space only allowed a few combinations
here the effect of the two structural parameters could be investigated separately. Fig. 9, left, presents the phase-locked

ocation of wing and shock front for three natural pitch frequencies, namely fθ = 84Hz, 104Hz and 120Hz and αset = 6.7°.
he highest frequency was only reached by lowering the moment of inertia (and consequently the mass ratio). On the
ight, the corresponding bi-variate histograms are shown for the shock and heave position with respect to the measured
oA, respectively. The color code represents the number of samples throughout one wind tunnel run. The case of lowest

θ = 84Hz exhibits a small pitch motion, while the shock front travels a substantial distance of approx. 10% of chord.
he shape of the shock front shows a slight curvature but no evidence of phase-related distinctions. For the highest α at
= π/2, the shock front is found at the most downstream position, and for the lowest α at ϕ = 3π/2, the shock is
α α

11
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Fig. 9. Left: Phase-locked locations of the shock front and the wing based on the color-coded phase of the sinusoidal pitch motion for different
atural pitch frequencies. Right: Corresponding bi-variate histograms of shock location at 10% of height and heave position with respect to the pitch
ngle, respectively. The color code indicates the number of samples found at the specific positions. (For interpretation of the references to color in
his figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

ound most upstream. Similar observations can be made for the heave position. Shock, heave, and pitch motion appear to
ave a negligible phase shift. With increasing fθ to 104Hz, the shock oscillation exhibits high amplitudes, which show an
xtended excursion in both down- and upstream directions. A further increase to fθ = 120Hz mainly affects the upstream

excursion, where the shock can occasionally be found even at xs/c = 0.3. As the mass ratio could be maintained between
fθ = 104Hz and 120Hz the latter trend can be attributed to the increase in natural pitch frequency solely. If at all, the
phase relation of the shock front at 10% of height and pitch only shows a minor delay of the shock front compared to
pitch, when inspecting the histogram. This can be traced back to the stronger upstream-directed shock curvature close to
the wing surface at higher fθ. Regarding the shock front above that lower region of strong curvature (e.g. at z/c = 0.3),
an increased phase lag of the shock can be detected. The heave amplitude rises quickly on a high level, where it remains
also for a stronger increase in fθ. The phase relation, however, presents a lag between zA and α of approx. 1/4π for higher
fθ, Regarding this aspect, it can be concluded that the region of FLI may lead to a phase delay of the shock front and heave
relative to the pitch motion.

Mass ratio. In order to investigate the effect of the mass ratio (or inertia factor), additional cases are compared, namely
those of equal fθ with varying mass ratio µ. Fig. 10 displays the approximately equal cases of fθ = 102Hz and 104Hz with
varying µ = 322 and 302 in the upper two rows. Despite the rather low difference in mass ratio compared to Giannelis
et al. (2016), the reduction of the mass ratio leads to an obvious increase in shock and pitch amplitude, whereas the
heave amplitude remains similar, as can be seen from the histogram on the right side of the figure. The shock extends
12
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Fig. 10. Left: Phase-locked locations of the shock front and the wing based on the color-coded phase of the sinusoidal pitch motion for different mass
ratios. Right: Corresponding bi-variate histograms of shock location at 10% of height and heave position with respect to the pitch angle, respectively.
The color code indicates the number of samples found at the specific positions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

both its extreme positions for fθ ≈ 103Hz. Both cases present an ‘‘S-shape’’ distribution in the histogram indicating an
inequality in turnaround time between shock and pitch. This may be caused by the higher reactivity potential of the
flow compared to ‘‘slow’’ structural reactivity given its inertia. Furthermore, a slight variation in the phase relation can
be detected, again, only for the upper part of the shock front. The higher mass ratio leads to a small delay of the shock
motion, whereas the lower mass ratio presents a mostly phase-equal shock-pitch motion. The shock appears in a neutral
13
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Fig. 11. Most dominant frequencies (top) and corresponding phase relation (bottom) from cross-correlation of α and xs (height of 10%) for increasing
AOA. Colors represent different mass ratios, symbols identify varying natural pitch frequencies. Transparency qualitatively stands for the normalized
peak height in the spectrum. The gray range marks the natural buffet frequency range. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

pitch position centered about its own motion range (red and cyan). A reason for this could be the localization in the
veering (transition) region, where lock-in might not yet be fully established and no prominent phase lead is present.

The lower two rows allow for a similar comparison at higher values of fθ ≈ 120Hz, where all amplitudes are found to
be on a higher level. In particular, the upstream excursion of the shock wave increases significantly with lower µ. Both
cases present a phase lead of the pitch motion compared to shock and heave motion. The bivariate histogram exhibits an
intersection of the higher shock and pitch amplitude, indicating an uneven shock or pitch speed.

5.2.4. Coupled frequency, phase, and pitch amplitude
In order to investigate the phase relation of the coupled shock-pitch motion in more detail, a cross-power spectral

density analysis based on Welch (1967) was applied. Fig. 11 shows the most dominant frequencies (top) and the
corresponding phase relation (bottom) between α and xs at a height of 10% above the surface for increasing AOA, derived
from the cross-power-spectral-density analysis. Colors represent different mass ratios, symbols identify varying natural
pitch frequencies and transparency represents the normalized peak height in the spectrum. The gray range marks the
natural buffet frequency range. As one can see in the top plot, the rising effect of the AoA on the coupled frequency
diminishes with increasing fθ. For the red cases of fθ = 84Hz, a strong dependency can be found (∂k/∂α ≈ 0.017 [1/◦]),
whereas starting from fθ = 113Hz, hardly any effect of the AoA can be detected (∂k/∂α ≈ 0.002 [1/◦]). This confirms the
findings of Gao et al. (2017) and Giannelis et al. (2016) as the lower frequencies show a behavior dominated by the FM,
whose dominant frequency depends on α. The FM is present and dominant in the flow far before buffet onset as shown
by the transparent symbols, and can be detected in the minor coupled oscillation of the wing and the supposedly steady
shock. That confirms the presence of a global flow instability as predicted by Crouch et al. (2009). For higher fθ the SM,
being independent of the AoA, becomes the dominant coupling partner. Also here, the oscillation can be detected before
onset. The lower plot strengthens the theory as the corresponding phase relation between pitch and shock motion also
depends on fθ. The FM-dominated cases present a tendency of phase lead of the shock (like in the work of Tijdeman (1977)
and Nitzsche (2009)), whereas SM-dominated measurement points exhibit the trend of a leading pitch motion. Given the
temporal variation and the curved character of the shock front, the height of evaluation as well as the measurement
technique itself may have a substantial influence on the absolute phase values. Nevertheless, the authors deem the trend
14
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Fig. 12. Reduced peak frequencies of coupled shock and pitch motion (top) and the corresponding pitch amplitude (bottom) over the structural
pitch frequency. The black dashed line represents the SM, and the red one indicates the trend of the coupled frequency for established buffeting
cases. Symbol face colors represent the corresponding measured AoA, supported by the dotted lines. The edge color and symbol type are used for
the identification of mass ratio and frequency, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

to be valid for the confirmation of numerical findings. Future investigations with methodological variations regarding the
determination of phase relations will allow a more detailed, quantitative evaluation.

In Fig. 12, the resulting coupled reduced frequency (top) and the corresponding pitch amplitude (bottom) are presented
over the natural pitch frequency. The symbol edge color represents the corresponding mass ratio, whereas the face color
indicates the mean measured AoA. The black dashed line represents the natural pitch frequency, and the gray and colored
dashed lines indicate the trends for established FSI cases.

In the top plot, starting from kθ ≈ 0.21 a linear increase of the coupled frequency can be observed, whereby the
SM is approached. A good agreement with Giannelis et al. (2016) and Gao et al. (2017) is shown, regarding the range of
dominant SM and FLI. As all points almost collapse in that region, it has to be noted that even at low AoA, before buffeting
onset, the structural lock-in frequency is dominant. The corresponding amplitudes (bottom plot) may even be low, which
contradicts the finding of Raveh and Dowell (2011) regarding a necessary threshold amplitude for lock-in under forced
excitation. Apparently, the shock already synchronizes with the minor, flow-excited structural motion before the onset
point (see also frequency spectrum in Fig. 5, top right). The small offset of the linear trend (gray) compared to the SM
accounted for the effect of the minor heave contribution in the interaction, lifting the coupled frequency to a slightly higher
level. Furthermore, in Gao et al. (2017) a similar offset was reported for a coupled numerical simulation of computational
fluid-structural dynamics (CFD/CSD).

For lower values of kθ, the measurement points at different AoA do not collapse anymore. The coupled frequency
progressively deviates with increasing AOA from the SM-line and approaches the range of the natural buffet frequency
around k ≈ 0.2. The coupled frequencies of fθ = 84Hz present a clear influence of the FM as the coupled frequency rises
with an increase in the AoA (as already shown in Fig. 11). For the highest µ = 322 low pitch amplitudes are visible. With
increasing kθ, divergence can be recognized, separated by the effect of buffeting onset. Blue symbols with lower AoA
remain at low amplitudes, whereas higher AoA present high pitch amplitudes. A further increase of k intensifies this
θ
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ivergence, where a sudden strong rise of the pitch amplitude can be detected for each structural setting. This strong
ncrease of the pitch amplitude with higher kθ is the most significant indicator of the FLI region. The measurement
oints of µ = 302 show a maximum pitch amplitude of α0.95−0.05 at kθ ≈ 0.23, whereas cases of µ = 284 present a
ignificantly higher pitch amplitude at similar kθ. Consequently, the mass ratio appears to have a significant effect on the
itch amplitude, which contradicts the numerical work of Giannelis et al. (2016), where only minor differences in the
itch amplitude in the FLI zone were detected, despite comparatively very high variations of mass ratio (µ = 50 to 200).

. Summary and conclusions

Transonic buffeting experiments were conducted on a quasi-two-dimensional wing with a supercritical airfoil (OAT15A)
n the Trisonic Wind Tunnel Munich. The setup offered the option of an operation with or without a variable, elastically-
uspended pitching degree of freedom. In the flexible setup configuration and for a Mach number of 0.74, the variation
f the AoA, the natural pitch frequency, and the mass ratio (by adjusting the inertia factor) allowed for the investigation
f the effects of structural settings on the FSI in pre-buffet and developed conditions.
The optical measurement techniques BOS and DIC were deployed for the time-resolved, non-intrusive observation of

he shock and wing oscillations. The observed FSI were characterized by statistical, spectral, and phase analysis of pitch,
eave, and shock motion of the wing. To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first experimental confirmation of the
umerically-based findings regarding the manifestation and development of transonic frequency lock-in on a supercritical
ing for kθ > kb. The coupled frequency of shock and pitch motion followed the natural pitch frequency kθ rather than the
atural buffet frequency kb. The coupled frequency was found to be dominant already at low AoA, i.e. lock-in exists even
efore buffeting onset, being present as a damped mode before bifurcation. For kθ < kb a coupled motion, dominated
y the fluid mode (natural buffet), was observed. The region of modal veering (Gao et al., 2017) was identified, being
haracterized by the smooth transition from FM-dominated to SM-dominated (FLI) coupling.
It was found that the natural pitch frequency kθ is the main determinator of the limits of FLI as predicted by numerical

imulations of Giannelis et al. (2016) and Gao et al. (2017). The abrupt switch back to FM-dominated coupling for high kθ

ould not be observed in the investigated parametric space due to spatial confinements of the configuration and facility.
epending on the dominant coupling partner, a shifting trend from a shock-led phase (FM-dominance) to a pitching-led
oupled motion (SM-dominance) was confirmed. Maxima in the pitch amplitudes were detected for established buffeting
t ratios of kθ ≈ 0.24.
The mass ratio played a more dominant role in the interaction than expected. In the FLI region, the amplitude of

he pitch motion was strongly affected by the mass ratio, which contradicts numerical findings (Giannelis et al., 2016).
he static deformation, being the result of the mean effective aerodynamic moment, appeared to be increased by lower
ass ratios at the same natural pitch frequency. This introduced, in addition to the already favoring effect of higher kθ,
dditional prematurity of the buffeting onset under consideration of the actual mean AoA of the wing. Furthermore, an
ncrease in the pitching stiffness throughout the region of FLI introduced an irregular, higher static deformation, which
as unexpected by the authors. Dynamic effects or the substantially-separated boundary layer are deemed to cause these
bservations, but a detailed explanation remains to be found in future research.
Open questions may be addressed in future measurement campaigns by a more extensive parametric space. Minor

daptations in the setup should allow for lower and higher values of the natural pitch frequency kθ in order to address
he limits of the FLI region. A more isolated variation of µ and γ might also be of interest for a clear separation of the
oinciding effects. As Giannelis et al. (2016) has shown, structural damping plays a significant role in the severity of the
henomenon and could be another interesting parameter for future investigations. More detailed examinations of the flow
ield and the interaction of shock, structure, and separated boundary layer for both cases of natural buffet and buffeting
ay shed some more light on the physical mechanisms of transonic buffet.
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